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BNAPS Islander c/n 3 G-AVCN Preview Day
As part of the Wight Military & Heritage Museum’s open day on Saturday 25 September,
BNAPS held its Islander G-AVCN Preview Day. Apart from the opportunity to see
Islander G-AVCN in the museum, BNAPS presented a number of attractions in the
museum’s Mess Bar facility. It was pleasing to meet many friends of BNAPS on the day
and the level of interest shown by visitors when viewing Islander G-AVCN was most
gratifying. Thanks go out to all BNAPS restoration team and helpers that made the day
so successful. Thanks also go to the WM&HM manager and museum volunteers.

Images of BNAPS Islander G-AVCN Preview Day
(BNAPS, centre image Tony Dann).

A fully illustrated report about BNAPS Islander G-AVCN Preview Day can be found on
pages 16 and 17.

Isles of Scilly Skybus Islander for Project Fresson
Cranfield Aerospace Solutions (CAeS) has recently acquired B-N Islander G-BUBP,
c/n 2272, from Isles of Scilly Skybus for conversion to zero emissions hydrogen fuel cell
based electrical propulsion for Project Fresson. CAeS is leading the Project Fresson
consortium engaged on integrating hydrogen fuel cell technology to develop a
commercially viable, electrical power retrofit solution.
Islander G-BUBP made the 280 mile direct flight from Land’s End Airport to Cranfield on
25 August. For Project Fresson and CAeS this marked a critical step toward the world’s
first regulatory-certified, zero-emissions, commercial passenger-carrying aircraft.
For more about Project Fresson and Islander G-BUBP,
see news item on pages 20 and 21.
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Defender 4000 Middle East Sales Tour 1996
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Dear BNAPS Supporter,
We were all saddened to hear of the passing of one of our long serving and loyal restoration
team members, Bob Ward. As can be seen from the tribute in this issue of BNAPS News,
Bob’s unstinting efforts, knowledge and advice made a major contribution to the successful
outcome for the restoration project.
Following the item in the July issue of BNAPS News about B-N’s lucky escape from
liquidation in the early 1980s during the time o f ownership by Pilatus Aircraft, we were
saddened to hear of the sudden death of Dr Egon Haefliger. Dr Haefliger’s belief in the
underlying strengths of the Islander product and its workforce resulted in his decision to set
the company up for the future rather than for liquidation, which had been his original brief.
Our condolences go out to Dr Haefliger’s family and friends at this difficult time.
The success of our Islander G-AVCN Preview Day is most welcome, particularly after the
trials and tribulations of the past 18 months. We now look forward to holding an “official
unveiling” in April next year that will be the culmination of over 10 years of restoration work
and the initiative to recover the historic aircraft back to the UK over 20 years ago. This was
only achieved through the resourcefulness, knowledge, skills of the restoration team
combined with the wide ranging support given by BNAPS Supporters and many other people
and organisations. BNAPS is forever grateful to have had this very effective and winning
combination to hand.
As always funding remains the key to progress. Fund raising will continue as a vital activity
to ensure completion of the restoration work and, increasingly, to set up the museum space
around Islander G-AVCN in a way that captures the interest and is informative for all
museum visitors. One aspect that will be pursued is that of education and capturing the
imagination of young people. It is in the national interest that “making things” is a
continuing and meaningful business activity. In this respect Islander G-AVCN represents
what can be achieved through inspiration, application of a wide range of technical and
business skills, hard work, dedication and a willingness to ”see the job through”. We hope
that having Islander G-AVCN on public display will play a part in conveying this message to
future generations.
For more information regarding the above please contact BNAPS
bob@bnaps.org.uk or Telephone 01329 315561.
Yours sincerely,
Bob Wealthy,
Britten-Norman Aircraft Preservation Society Chairman

by

email

BNAPS 2022 Desk Calendar Available in Early October 2021
The 2022 BNAPS Desk Calendar features 12 selected images
of Islanders in service with UK operators past and present.
Calendars are priced at £5.00 plus £1.50 UK p&p, overseas
postage is charged at cost.
Funds raised from calendar sales will help with the
restoration and preservation of our historic Islander
G-AVCN.
To order your calendar please contact BNAPS:
sales@bnaps.org.uk
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Bob Ward 6 April 1940 – 13 August 2021
Sadly we have to report that Bob Ward, our dear friend and much liked and respected
restoration team colleague, passed away on 13 August 2021. Our sincere condolences go to
Bob’s family and friends in respect of their loss.
Bob’s working life in aviation began as a 17 year old lad, when he was recruited by Desmond
Norman to work on the maintenance of crop spraying aircraft in places like Sudan and the
Cameroons. Later Bob joined an aircraft operator in Africa and was sponsored to obtain
certification as a flight engineer, initially on the Hercules transport aircraft and later with
airlines on Boeing 727s and 707s.
Around 2000, Bob joined B-N and soon became acquainted
with Islander G-AVCN when it arrived at Bembridge for
restoration to flying condition, the aircraft having been
recovered from Puerto Rico sponsored by Airstream
International, a company managed jointly by Peter Graham
and Peter Crutchfield. For various reasons the project did not
proceed beyond establishing the existence of the required
documentation, identification of missing parts, dismantling and
Early days in the Cameroons
removing original paint.
In 2010 Bob stepped forward to help with the work to restore
Islander G-AVCN when the project was restarted. A detailed
survey of the severely corroded aircraft was necessary. Many
parts were missing and damaged. Such a survey needed
someone with good knowledge and experience of aircraft
engineering. BNAPS were extremely fortunate to have the
services of Bob, one of the first restoration volunteers, to
undertake this challenging task - it is doubtful that we could
ever have found anyone better.
Bobs knowledge of the Islander proved essential not only for
the restoration of the fuselage and other component parts but
also through to assembly, as we frequently had scant
information to work with. His positive attitude and good
Flight engineer
humour were ever present.
Restoration of the wing, was an even bigger challenge than the
fuselage. Bob, as ever, was positive about getting the wing
rebuilt and, as with the fuselage, Bob played an essential role
in the restoration of the wing. Again his knowledge and skills
were invaluable.
Although some wing restoration work was done at Harbour
Farm, larger premises were needed to complete the work and
assemble the aircraft In March 2016, the project moved to
Brickfields and over the next 3 years Bob worked with other
members of the team to rebuild the wing. By mid-2019 it was
possible for the wing and fuselage of the Islander to be joined
Restoration of Islander
together. Bob made a major contribution to this and ultimately
G-AVCN
to the successful outcome for the project.
However, towards the end of 2019 the team were saddened to hear from Bob’s family that,
for health reasons, Bob would be standing down from the restoration work. There was
genuine sadness amongst all the restoration team at the loss of his services, skills and
experience and his presence as a friend. It was pleasing to know that Bob saw the results of
the restoration in the assembly of the aircraft at Brickfields and that a final display place had
been found at a museum on the Isle of Wight.
The restored Islander represents a lasting tribute to John Britten and Desmond and all who
contributed to the aircraft’s success. It will also be a tribute to Bob and his dedicated efforts,
help, advice and good humour that will not be forgotten.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress July 2021 – September 2021
Summary of Activities during the period:
1. General
All the main component parts of the aircraft have now been re -assembled, with the exception of
propellers.
ADF sense aerial, pitot head, stall warning sensor and tail cone have been installed
2. Fuselage:
Contact with Indigo Graphics has re-started with a view to their applying the Vinyl black cheat
lines on the fuselage sides (not the nose cone) along with *Islander” and the B-N Logo transfers.
The red over nose painting and cheat Line was sprayed at Brickfields. Once the black cheat lines
have been applied, the black area on the nose cone will be sprayed.
Fitting of the wing to fuselage fairings has started.
Internal trim is progressing with Paul Brook working on the front end cockpit area and Paul
Thomasson the main cabin section. Paul Thomasson has already fitted all side panels and has
manufactured from UPVC angle new door surrounds which are now also fitted. Window surrounds
have been restored and fitted.
3. Wing, Ailerons, Flaps and Engines:
Engines crankcase breather pipes have been installed
The spinners and back plates have been painted
Ailerons have been rigged but require re-adjustment.
Flap drive motor, electrical wiring and flap position indicator have been installed and flap
operation successfully demonstrated
4. Tail plane, Elevator and Elevator Tab:
Replacement elevator control rod section has been installed and elevator operation is now
correct. The Trim Tab is not yet connected.
5. Fin, Rudder and Rudder Tab:
Rudder controls have been rigged and adjusted correctly.
Rudder centre hinge fairing has been installed.
A fairing piece needs to be made between the bottom of the Fin LE and top rear of the dorsal fin.
6. Landing Gear:
Trims for the main wheels are still to be fitted. Main wheel brake calipers have been cleaned and
installed.
7. Engine cowlings
Fitting of the cowlings has been completed prior to marking out for application of cheat lines.
8. Installation of Navigation Lights, Landing Lights and Strobe Light:
Landing light fittings and glazing have been fitted. Navigation light glazing has been fitted and
lights tested.
9. Missing Items List:
The elevator/fin “banjo” fairing appears to have gone astray during the move and action is now
under way to find a replacement.
10 VQ-SAC Fuselage Section
Work has continued to fabricate suitable hinges for the pilot’s door and starboard passenger door.
Installation of windows and window trims has continued. Suppliers of the window moulding that
secure the Perspex windows have been contacted.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress July 2021 – September 2021
The following captioned photographs show the results of some of the work undertaken in
the last period:

Paul Brook installed the
flap drive motor

View of the flap drive
motor after installation

Bryan Groves and Paul
Brook set up the flap
position quadrant and
microswitches with the flap
position indicator and then
commissioned the flap
control system.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress July 2021 – September 2021

Mark Porter and
Bryan Groves
checked the flap
hinge clearances.

Flaps deployed to
mid position during
commissioning
check.

Flaps fully deployed
during
commissioning
check
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress July 2021 – September 2021

Mark Porter and
Paul Brook
assembling the
scaffold frame kindly
provided by the
museum. This was
needed to gain
access to the top of
the fin to attach the
ADF aerial fixing.

The scaffold frame was
just high enough to
allow access to the top
of the fin.

Paul Brook installing
the ADF aerial fixing
bolts
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress July 2021 – September 2021

Bryan Groves
secured the fuselage
end of the ADF aerial

View of the fin showing
ADF aerial fixing in
place.

Bryan Groves and
Mark Porter installed
the port engine
breather pipes.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress July 2021 – September 2021

View of port engine
with breather pipe
installed.

With work inside the
fuselage to connect
wiring and
commissioning of
flaps, Paul
Thomasson installed
internal trim in the
forward fuselage
section and pilot’s
door trim panel

View of pilot’s door with trim
panel, window surround and
door handles installed.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress July 2021 – September 2021

View of starboard passenger
door with trim panel
installed.
Internal door handles and
window surround will be
installed as work proceeds.

Mark Porter installed the
centre rudder hinge fairing.

Close up view of the centre
rudder hinge fairing after
installation.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress July 2021 – September 2021

Guy Palmer and Bernie
Coleman installed the port
wing to fuselage fairings.

Keith Winter and Bryan
Groves cleaned and
prepared the disc brake
caliper assemblies ready for
installation.

View of port main wheel
with disc brake caliper
assemblies installed.
Hydraulic flexi brake pipes
will be installed when a
suitable fixing arrangement
has been devised. This will
represent the normal
installation but will not
function as hydraulics are
not part of the static
restoration
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress July 2021 – September 2021

Stall warning sensor with
wiring connected ready for
installation

Paul Brook in the process of
installing the stall warning
sensor.

View of the stall warning
sensor after installation.
Operation of the sensor in
conjunction with the audible
warning device will be
covered in later electrical
checks.
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress July 2021 – September 2021

Port section of the
wing leading edge to
fuselage fairing was
trial fitted ready for
installation of fixing
screws.

Starboard section of
the wing leading
edge to fuselage
Fairing was installed
by Guy Palmer

Pitot head was
installed by Paul
Brook
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress July 2021 – September 2021

Tail cone has been
installed.
Tail navigation light wiring
had been checked during
earlier electrical tests.

Port propeller attachment
flange is seen here being
made ready for installation
of the propeller.
It was decided that the
port propeller would be
fitted for the VCN Preview
Day event. Final
installation of propellers
will take place when engine
cowlings have been
finished in Aurigny Air
Services colours.

View showing propeller and
spinner installed on port
engine
(Tony Dann).
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Work planned through to completion Q4 2021/Q1 2022
1. Wing and Engines:
1. Fit propellers and spinners.
2. Complete Engine cowls fitting and then black and red painting.
3. Fairings fitting and painting.
2. Fuselage:
1. Ongoing internal trimming work in particular floor c arpet and roof lining.
2. Apply Fuselage Black Cheat lines and transfers.
3. Spray black areas of nose cone
4. Complete installation of the wing to fuselage fairings.
3. Controls
1. Complete connection and rigging of all flying controls.
4. General:
1. Raise the aircraft by approximately 12 inches to increase head clearance and
improved visitor visibility. Support main undercarriage under the leg tubes not
the wheels, support nose wheel on a block.
2. Gust Locks to be sourced and installed.
3. Pitot Head protection to safeguard against personnel collision.

5. Islander VQ-SAC Fuselage Section Work Items:
1. Fabricate door hinges and door catches and install doors and windows and trim.
2. Install electrical earthing connection for fuselage structure.
3. Install and commission Stage 1 desktop flight simulator equipment.
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Islander c/n 3 G-AVCN Preview Day report
Preview Day for our restored B-N Islander G-AVCN took place on 25 September alongside the
Wight Military & Heritage Museum’s open day. The Islander attracted much interest and a
number of former and retired B-N employees came along to see the results of over 10 years
of restoration work on the aircraft. BNAPS restoration team members were with the aircraft
during the day and answered many questions about the project. Visitors got a close up view
of Islander G-AVCN. With the electrical supply connected external navigations lights and anticollision strobe beacon were illuminated. Flight controls and operation of the flaps were also
demonstrated.

Bernie Coleman (right) was on hand to help
answer questions from visitors.

Guy Palmer (right) met up with former B-N
colleague Alan Heber.

The port engine had its propeller installed for the
Preview Day. This was effectively a trial fit of all
the components.

B-N employees with Islander G-AVCN. Left to
right - Geoff Toms, Len Hill and Leo Hill.

Although Islander G-AVCN can already be viewed by museum visitors, it is still a work in
progress. The Preview Day was the first real opportunity to present Islander G-AVCN to
museum visitors. After losing a year during the lockdowns BNAPS moved the Islander to the
museum on 17 December 2020. However, work to re-assemble the aircraft could not start
until the end of April. The remaining restoration work is continuing and involves completion of
the fuselage and engine cowlings in the period Aurigny Air Services livery and installation of
fuselage interior trim, now that work to re-connect controls and electrical cabling has been
completed. This work is planned for completion by the end of 202 1, with an “official
unveiling” anticipated for late April 2022.
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BNAPS had set up an exhibition in a separate part of the museum that featured a set of
information placards about the origins of B-N, their first aircraft, the BN-1F Finibee, prototype
BN-2 G-ATCT and the restoration of Islander c/n 3 G-AVCN. This was supported by a line-up
of Islander and Trislander scale models, a demonstration of “ how an aircraft flies”, us ing a
radio controlled Islander model, an Islander flight simulator, a video of the restoration project
and the BNAPS merchandise sales stand.
General view of the BNAPS exhibits and
facilities in the museum’s Mess Bar. In the
foreground is the reception desk run by Rita
Edgcumbe and assisted by Yvette Wright.
Looking further down the room on the right
is Norman Hobbs with the BNAPS
merchandise sales stand.
On the left at the back of the room a video
about the restoration of Islander G-AVCN
was on show during the day.

Information displays about the origins of B-N,
their first aircraft the BN-1F G-ALZE, prototype
BN-2 G-ATCT and restoration of “ Charlie
November”.

Framed prints featuring the Islander and a number
of Islander and Trislander models were on show.

Maury Dyer tries his hand with the Islander flight
simulator supervised by Clyntt Perrott who set up
the kit for the event.

A Radio Controlled Islander model was used by
Maury Dyer to demonstrate the actions of its flight
controls – as a precaution no batteries were
installed for the propulsion electric motors.

One observation from the preview day was that there did not seem to be much ev idence of
members of the younger generation in attendance. It was hoped that the Islander flight
simulator and the demonstration of the RC model’s controls could well have inspired some
interest. With much emphasis on STEM in today’s education scene, perhaps the thinking
behind this has yet to filter down into an appreciation of what this means in the outside
world.
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Selling the Defender 4000
Now that the fleet of Army Air Corps/RAF Defender R.2s has been withdrawn from
service and are now back with B-N it can be assumed that there will be an associated
sales campaign to find new customers for the aircraft. This thought has prompted a
lookback to the time in 1995/1996 when the prototype Defender 4000 G-SURV,
c/n 4005, embarked on several sales tours to the middle east and far east.
The Defender 4000 attracted much interest and exhibited exceptional reliability during
the campaigns and it is something of a mystery why there were no resultant orders
from the regions visited.
Marketed as a surveillance platform for military and Government use, the Defender
4000 offered long endurance whilst still retaining the STOL capabilities of the Islander
and could also be adapted for logistics support and other roles if the need arose.
In Army Air Corps service the Defender 4000, given the official designation of Defender
AL.1, or D4K as it became known in “Army speak”, proved a reliable, dependable and
versatile air platform and was well respected by the Army Air Corps pilots and ground
crew during its many deployments at home and abroad since the type entered service
in 2004.

Recent view of five of the former AAC/RAF Defender R.2s parked at Solent Airport . The
Defender R.2s are expected to be moved under cover and will then be refurbished and offered
for sale. BN-2T (Modified) Defender G-DLRA, c/n 2140, is also there on the front row at the left.
(Tony Dann).

The prototype Defender 4000 G-SURV is seen here flying just off the coast of the Isle of
Wight near Freshwater Bay around 1994/1995
(B-N).
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Defender 4000 G-SURV’s Middle East Tour May 1996
by John R Ayers MRAeS
In the mid 1990's BN had a strong prospect of selling Defender 4000s to the Israeli Air Force.
It was decided to take the Defender 4000 prototype, G-SURV (c/n 4005), to Israel to
demonstrate to the Israeli Government. John Ayers at that time was BN's Chief Pilot, and he
kindly provided an edited report of the trip for the December 2004 issue of Islander News
published by BN Historians. Some sections of the report had to be changed for security
considerations for John, his crew and BN. To give some idea of Israeli security at that time,
whenever John was flying, he was not permitted to use his own maps. However, he always
had a fair idea of where he was because of pre-flight map reading homework back in his
hotel.
BEMBRIDGE - TEL AVIV (Sde Dov) and return. Note that all times are GMT en-route and local
in Israel.
Crew: Captain: J.R. Ayers, Co-Pilot: G. Bacon (Outbound) M. Wilson (Inbound), Engineer: T.
Barton.
THURSDAY 9th MAY, 1996
Departure as planned with a reasonable route weather forecast at lower altitudes. Filed VFR
and flew at 5,500 feet to NICE. Final hour was spent dodging frontal cloud base via the Rhone
Valley. IFR would not have been possible. Wheels down to wheels off was 50 minutes with a
VFR plan filed to KERKYRA to avoid forecast strong headwinds (45 - 50 kts at 10,000ft).
BASTIA to Ponza was particularly pleasant at 2,000 and 1,500 ft in virtually calm conditions.
Advised by BRINDISI that KERKYRA were not accepting night VFR arrival so completed the
flight IFR. Total Flight Time 9h:30m in two flights, including 1h:00m at night.
FRIDAY 10th MAY, 1996
A good weather forecast so filed VFR to DEKELIA (Tattoi). Met on arrival by our Greek agent
and went straight into briefings and demonstrations to the Greek Coastguard. One full
operational sortie was flown at altitude down to 200ft. Quite interesting as this profile is
normally done by a Tobago aircraft and the crew appreciated the two engines particularly on
an oil slick check. The second sortie was with an Instructor Pilot who was part icularly
interested in the asymmetric handling. The right engine TGT gauge failed before start-up, so
with no spare available and the history of the Right engine known, it was decided to proceed
with the second evaluation flight using the stopwatch for engine venting. The installed air
conditioning did not function apart from a gentle cool breeze for a short while. Total Flying
3h:00m in three flights.
SATURDAY 11th MAY, 1996
Neither fuel nor a weather briefing was available, but, the right engine TGT gauge fault had
cleared. Television CNN channel indicated no adverse weather and the clouds showed a
westerly wind at altitude. With three hours fuel remaining in the tanks VFR was filed to KOS.
A 20 kt headwind up to 3,000ft changing to a 30 kt beam wind at 5 ,500ft gave a 1h:35m
flight. Wheels down to wheels off was 1h:05m with VFR filed to TEL AVIV (Ben Gurion) at
5,500ft to avoid forecast strong headwinds at 10,000ft. Quite strong headwinds to abo ut the
half way point veering to give a 20 kt tailwind component for the second half. After landing
permission had to be sought to transit to SDE DOV. It appears that there was a lack of liaison
between various groups, but, after two hours the problems suddenly disappeared. IFR had to
be filed for the 8 nm flight! Total Flight Time 5h:25m in three flights.
SUNDAY 12th MAY, 1996
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Briefings started at 07.30. We mentioned that the air conditioning as fitted was unsatisfactory
and that we were taking the opportunity whilst in Israel to address the design of the trunking.
Initial work was to be with the Israeli Air Force Flight Test Centre aiming to take -off at midday for the first flight. In the event 1315 was achieved after fitting basic flight test
instrumentation (windscreen wool tuft, instrument panel video, glass fibre tape measure on
the right had control column and hand held stick force gauges).
The first flight was originally to have been to 25,000ft, but, as the Israeli Air Force requires
100% oxygen pre take off when operating unpressurised above 18,000ft and the air
conditioning was effectively not operating (O.A.T. +44 C on the ramp) the first flight was
therefore to 18,000ft (portable oxygen) to investigate engine handling, stability and
performance. It was noted that the Left engine was some 50 C higher TGT than the Right.
Then down to 9,000ft in three thousand foot steps looking at stability. Stall handling at idle
power and 75% in all configurations was very thorough. A quick look at Vmca was made as a
prelude to a future flight. Several 'touch and goes' were made in various configurations.
A second Israeli senior squadron pilot kept inter-changing with the Test Pilot to give second
opinions. It was noted that a CVR was wired into the Intercom so everything is on record.
Difficult at times to follow their actions as, apart from the odd query, the conversations were
in Hebrew as was all R/T.
The second flight of the day was a night evaluation with flying ceasing at 21.30. Total Flight
Time 4h:35m in two flights.
MONDAY 13th MAY, 1996
Briefings started at 07.00 with the first take-off at 08.45 for a mission evaluation to 18,000ft.
Binoculars and various cameras in a typical surveillance profile at several speeds and
altitudes down to 500ft took 3:10. A few touch and go circuits followed by lunch and then into
low flying handling at 200ft. Then the Flight Test Centre took over for asymmetric evaluation
and more stability work - again using a squadron pilot for second opinions with myself in row
three. The Right engine TGT gauge failed again and was changed. At cease flying the air
conditioning trunking was modified with wire reinforced flexible hose. Total Flight Time
7h:15m in three flights.
TUESDAY 14th MAY, 1996
Briefing at 07.30 and first take-off at 09.35 with the transport squadron (four pilots and 2
navigators). An IFR departure was flown with 2 x ILS at JERUSALEM, a low level cross
country up the Jordan Valley (minus 800ft indicated) starting at the Dead Sea to Galilee and
then an operational low level arrival at NAZARETH for circuit handling. Tail wind take-off and
landing evaluation seemed quite important - about a 12 kt figure presented no problems with
a rear quartering wind from the right. The Flight Test crew then re-visited Vmca, stalling and
longitudinal stability at maximum weight forward. The final sortie of the day was with six
senior officers from various departments - all pilots. The most senior general succeeded in
almost bursting the right outbound tyre! The night circuits were flown by the Do 28 Squadron
Commander who quite happily handled a simulated engine failure at 20ft (as briefed). The air
conditioning was beginning to function with more effect but needed to be switched to 'FAN'
for five minutes every fifteen minutes to avoid icing up the inter cooler. Total Flight Time
6h:25m including 0h:30m at night in three flights.
WEDNESDAY 15th MAY, 1996
Our agent initiated our departure procedure aiming at 16:00 (local) on the 16th with a filed
IFR Flight Plan and depositing Passports with the local police. Briefing was at 10.30 for an
operational surveillance mission at various altitudes up to 10,000ft with binoculars and
cameras. The air conditioning became more effective with the modifications Mark Wilson
made. Total Flight Time 2h:25m in one flight.
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THURSDAY 16th MAY, 1996
Briefing was at 07.00 for a short flight at 07.30 with engineering senior officers and an
Instructor Pilot who particularly wanted to see the training "failed engine" condition for
asymmetric circuits. The right engine propeller RPM gauge failed just after start, but, with no
spares the flight was not aborted. Departure from Sde Dov was on schedule for RHODES.
Total Flight Tim 4h:00m in two flights.
FRIDAY 17th MAY, 1996
VFR filed out of RHODES FOR KERKYRA departing at 06.00. On arrival after refuelling we
borrowed a GPU from Olympic Airways in order to conduct air conditioning trials in dispersal.
Mark was observed 'sweating it out' over a period of two hours in several trunking
configurations - O.A.T. reached 42°C on the ramp. Post lunch VFR was filed for BASTIA and
after another of Bastia's quick turn rounds VFR was flown to MARSEILLE. Total Flight Time
8h:55m in three flights.
SATURDAY 18th MAY, 1996
VFR was filed for the final leg back to BEMBRIDGE even though the forecast showed a
possible sea fog/low cloud problem alo ng the South Coast; in the event, after talking to
Jersey Zone, serious thought was given to diverting to SOUTHAMPTON as BEMBRIDGE was in
a fog when coasting out abeam CHERBOURG. However, with an Easterly wind and an
improvement in visibility, the Yar River NDB approach worked a treat. Total Flight Time
3h:45m in one flight.
Notes on Various Occurrences During the Flight
TGT Gauge failure: No spare was carried as part of the support package for the flight. As
arrival timing was critical to complete a satisfactory mission it was decided to carry on. The
decision was not taken lightly in view of the ISA Plus temperature but a combination of being
the cooler engine and a known history was a big influence (the serviceable gauge would have
been swapped over if the situation had been reversed). A spare was brought out by Mark
Wilson to Tel Aviv but a spare could have been supplied as an AOG delivery to Athens within
24 hours if a delay had been acceptable. In the event, only one flight was made in this
condition as the instrument became 'S' the next day until the Tuesday when it was changed.
The ease of instrument changing impressed the Israeli engineers.
Left Engine High TGT reading: With the various climbs the left engine caused some concern
with the high TGT reading readings experienced. Subsequent to the second time the right
engine TGT gauge failed the gauges were swapped over again so that the spare went into the
left side to check out that gauge as well. It does appear that the left engine is hotter but its
gauge was over reading. Needless to say, the engines have been kept within the indicated
limits and cross referring against the other engine parameters all seems well.
Wheel Change: The fifteen minute 'pit-stop' for the right outside wheel change was
impressive. It takes a great deal longer on the Beech Queen Airs and Do 28s.
Propeller RPM Gauge failure: It would have been nice to have had a spare in the support
package but it ably demonstrated the ability to keep going with an instrument failure.
Nose Wheel Steering: All Israeli pilots who taxied the aircraft have commented very
unfavourably on the heaviness on the rudder pedals, lack of self-centring after entering
castering and the difficulty in making the nose wheel steering disengage into castering. The
Beech Queen Air pilots were particularly critical as was the general who flatted the tyre (an
F15 pilot). The Flight Test crew were also fairly scathing. However, the Dornier 28 pilots
seemed to be not quite so critical. We have said we are addressing this as a known problem.
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Aileron Heaviness: Whilst all who flew the aircraft remarked how nice it was to fly as a
platform, the constant turning used in surveillance was tiring due to the heavy ailerons. Some
mission profiles call for flights in excess of 5 hours at all altitudes. Low level in moderate
turbulence would have been more comfortable with lighter aileron forces and some of the
steep turns required at 200 ft were 'muscle bulging'. We have said we are addressing this as
a known problem.
Note ref abbreviations:
CVR Cockpit Voice Recorder
IFR Instrument Flight Rules
ISA Standard Atmospheric Conditions
O.A.T. Outside Air Temperature
RPM Revolutions per Minute
R/T Radio Transmissions
TGT Turbine Gas Temperature
VFR Visual Flight Rules
Editor’s note: Defender 4000 G-SURV first flew in August 1994 and remained the Defender 4000
demonstrator until sold in October 1998. It was bought back by B-N Group in 2004 and in October was
sold, much modified, to the UK MoD and allocated serial number ZG995. It was assigned to the Army
Air Corps and given type designation Defender AL.1. It was later modified to AL.2 configuration as part
of an upgrade programme. All Army Air Corps Defender AL.2s were transferred to the RAF in 2019 and
designated as Defender R.2s. By the end of July 2021 all Defender R.2s and the sole T.2 had been
withdrawn from service and were flown to Solent Airport for storage and preparation for sale by B-N.
All the aircraft reverted to their earlier civil registration marks (see BNAPS July 2021 pages 15-17 for
details).

Other Defender 4000 News and Sales Tours in 1995/1996
The Defender 4000’s sales demonstration tour of the Gulf, Indian sub-continent and Asia
Pacific featured in B-N’s Approach newsletter Issue 17 Spring 1996. In this issue of Approach
the plans for Defender 4000 production were revealed together with a report about a
successful steep approach clearance for the Defender 4000 at London City Airport.
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Defender 4000 G-SURV at
one of the stops during the
sales/demonstration tour.
A number of military
personnel are seen here with
B-N’s military sales manager
George Bacon, centre right
(George Marsh Collection).

London City - no problem for Defender 4000
As part of an exercise to demonstrate the aircraft to p o lic e
and other interested parties in the UK's south east, the
prototype had to be cleared to land at London's D oc kland s
airport, noted for the steep approach neede d to a v o id ta ll
buildings and noise nuisance. The C AA Safety Regulation
Group had to be convinced that the aircraft could handle the
the five and a half degree glideslope e ven und er a d ver s e
conditions. Among the tests, the aircraft had to b e a b le to
maintain its flight path and land after an engine failure
during the approach.
In the hands of lain Young head of flight operations at P B N,
prototype G-SURV demonstrated convincingly that it c o uld
during trial approaches at Bembridge.
Following the tests, C AA issued the necessary special
clearance and the aircraft deployed to London. A slight
tailwind presented no difficulties to the STOL aircraft as it
made two ILS approaches and landings on Runway 28. T he
Defender's low noise signature meant that its a r r iva l went
unnoticed by those not in the know.
"It wasn't really an issue for us;' said lain afterwa rd s. "W e
regularly fly steep approaches into our own base at
Bembridge anyway, and we knew that the aircraft would
have no trouble at C ity Airport:"
The demonstrator then went on to impress a number of
specialist guests, showing off its effectiveness in aerial
surveillance. Simulating urban and rural searches, with
representative search patterns flown at speeds down to
70kts; shadowing 'stolen' vehicles on motorways and
loitering over selected areas, it turned in a superb
performance. "This aircraft could do a seriously us ef ul j o b
for us;' was one unofficial comment afterwards.
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Isles of Scilly Skybus Islander
G-BUBP for Project Fresson
Cranfield Aerospace Solutions (CAeS) is leading the Project Fresson consortium, which is
currently integrating hydrogen fuel cell technology to develop a commercially viable, retrofit
powertrain solution for aviation. Project Fresson has been supported by the UK Government
through a £10.3m Air Transport Infrastructure Grant.
CAeS has purchased and taken delivery of a Britten-Norman Islander from Isles of Scilly
Steamship Group (ISSG) and will retrofit the aircraft with hydrogen fuel cell technology. For
Project Fresson this marks a critical step toward the world’s first regulatory-certified, zeroemissions, commercial passenger-carrying aircraft available by 2025. The Islander is a type
BN-2B-26, registration G-BUBP, c/n 2272. On Wednesday 25 August 2021 it made its 280
mile delivery flight from Land’s End Airport to Cranfield, direct distance 258 miles, in 2 hours
14 minutes. Islander G-BUBP will shortly be re-registered as G-HYUK, for Hydrogen UK.

Initially CAeS will carry out test flights on the Islander as delivered to record full performance
as a reference baseline. This activity will be followed by incorporating modifications and
alterations to remove existing powertrains and install and test the revolutionary hydrogen
powertrains.
CAeS aims for the first test flight to take place in Q1 2023, and for the zero emissions
product to be available for the Islander in 2025, both as a retro-fit solution and incorporated
into a new model of the Islander. It is planned that the new model Islander would be
available from Britten-Norman. This is Phase 1 in the development of hydrogen aviation by
CAeS, with the aim in follow on phases to produce a commercially viable hydrogen 19-seat
aircraft, before ultimately developing a new design zero emissions 75 -seat regional aircraft.
Cranfield Aerospace Solutions is an aerospace market leader in rapid prototyping of new
aerospace concepts, modifications to existing aerospace platforms and integration of cuttingedge technologies to meet the most challenging issues facing the industry today. CAeS is a
long-established aircraft company with a client base that has included Boeing, Airbus, Rolls
Royce, BAE Systems, L3, Thales and Raytheon. It is one of very few aerospace small to
medium size companies to have both a whole modification of existing aircraft design
capability, and to hold a range of regulatory approvals for the design and manufacture of
modifications to existing aircraft. CAeS is based at Cranfield Airport where they have access
to some of the UK’s most advanced aviation research facilities.
Isles of Scilly Skybus operates out of Land’s End Airport and Newquay airport to the Isles of
Scilly, and seasonally from Exeter carrying 90,000 passengers annually using the 19
passenger Twin Otter. The BN Islander fleet is now mainly used to carry time critical freight
to the Isles of Scilly such as medicines and medical products. Skybus also provides a medical
evacuation service for patients, using a stretcher system developed for the BN Islander.
Skybus has operated BN Islanders to the Isles of Scilly since 1984 and they play an important
role in lifeline operations for the communities served.
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History of B-N Islander c/n 2272
The recent acquisition of Islander c/n 2272 for Project Fresson has prompted Norman
Hobbs to take a look at the history of the aircraft from the time it was first flown in
April 1994.
The registration G-BUBP was allocated to Islander construction number 2272 on 14 February
1992. The maiden flight of this BN-2B-26 took place on 11 April 1994 at Banaesa Airport
Romania. It was flown to Bembridge, arriving on 14 October 1994 and was converted to a BN2B-20. This involves replacing the 260 hp Textron Lycoming engines with 300 hp version.

Postcard of G-BUBP
on a test flight over
the Needles, Isle of
Wight, July 1995
(B-N)

On 29 July 1995 G-BUBP left Bembridge on delivery to ITC Aerospace, the Japanese distributor
based in Tokyo. This registration was cancelled on 10 August 1995 and JA5321 was
subsequently issued to Kyokushin, a small regional airline based at Niigata Airport. One of the
popular routes flown by JA5321 was from Niigata to Sado Island-a distance of 40 miles which
was scheduled as a 20 minute flight.

JA5321 at Niigata
Airport July 2005.
The striking colour
scheme adopted by
Kyokushin was based
on a representation
of a Japanese Ibis
bird
(Fly Team).

In January 2009 the German regional airline Luftverkehr Friesland Harle (LFH) took delivery
and the registration D-ILFC was applied. Two years later a larger Islander operator, Frisia
Luftverkehr Norddeich (FLN) acquired LFH. (July 2018 BNAPS News contains a comprehensive
report on LFH). The B-N Islander fleet operates from Harle and Norden Norddeich airports to
the Fresian Islands.

D-ILFC at Harle Airport May 2013
(Christophe Meyer)

View of D-ILFC showing 4 bladed propellers
(Karsten Bley)
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History of B-N Islander c/n 2272 (Continued)
In October 2014 ownership transferred to Cumbernauld based Islander Aircraft Ltd with
registration G-BUBP again. This Islander was flown to the Austrian Alps to take part in aerial
filming for sequences in the James Bond film Spectre. Special permission was given for two
Islanders to fly at the same time with the same fictitious registration "OE-FZO". The other
aircraft used by Aces High was c/n 2301 G-CZNE.
(For more detailed reports of the filming see BNAPS News November 2015 and September 2018
issues).

After Spectre filming the special paint scheme
was washed off and c/n 2272 became G-BUBP
again (BNAPS Archive Collection)

Spectre Islanders c/n 2272 and c/n 2301
both as OE-FZE but which is which?
(BNAPS Archive Collection)

After reverting back to 260 hp engines, George Cormack (the owner of Islander Aircraft Ltd.)
very kindly flew G-BUBP, from Cumbernauld to Bembridge for the BNAPS "Islander 50"
celebrations in June 2015 where it was used for a re-enactment of the prototype Islander GATCT’sfirst flight.

G-BUBP taking off for the re-enactment flight
"Islander 50” June 2015 (Simon Thomson)

G-BUBP arriving at Bembridge Airport for
"Islander 50” June 2015 (Simon Thomson)

BNAPS postcard of G-BUBP in Skybus colours
at St Mary’s May 2017
(Peter Smithson).

A month later c/n 2272 was flown to Land's End (St. Just) t o join the Islander fleet at Isles of
Scilly Skybus Ltd. Passengers and freight were flown from Land's End to St. Mary's on the Isles
of Scilly-a distance of 30 miles. Prior to delivery to Cranfield in August 2021 c/n 2272 had
accumulated over 10,000 flying hours.
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The World’s Shortest Scheduled Flight
An Orkney Adventure, by Allan Wright
(All pictures by the author unless stated)

In August I crossed a long-term item off from my bucket list
– I flew on the World’s Shortest Scheduled Air Service.
The record holder for the World's Shortest Commercial Flight
is scheduled for just 90 seconds. In good conditions, the hop
between the Scottish islands of Westray (population: 640)
and Papa Westray (population: 72) in the Orkneys, off the
north coast of the mainland, can take under a minute.
Headwinds can make the flight a whopping two -and-a-half
minutes. The record for the fastest flight is 53 seconds. The
distance is 1.7 miles (2.7 km), which is about the same
length as the runway at Edinburgh Airport.
The route between the Orkney Islands of Westray and Papa Westray in northern Scotland is a
subsidised public service. The Orkney Islands Council awards the route, along with several
other routes throughout the islands, through a tendering process. The flights began in 1967,
initially establishing the record for the world's shortest scheduled flights, and they have been
continuously operated by Loganair. In 2013, the contract was again awarded to Loganair over
two competing bids.
Around the World there is no regular official competitor, although the route from Kegata to
Apowo (Papua, Indonesia), a distance of 1.3 miles (2km) could be a contender. Like Westray
and Papa Westray, these Indonesian villages are within sight of each other, separated by a
deep forested valley in an isolated part of the country. Traveling between the two villages by
land involves an arduous journey through thick jungle and steep mountainsides. Matt
Dearden operates the service with a Pilatus PC-6 Turbo Porter. Although not a regular
connection, his trips carry fare-paying passengers, which makes it, possibly, the shortest
commercial flight anywhere in the world.

Matt Dearden and his PC6 Turbo Porter in Indonesia, a contender for the Shortest
Commercial Flight, and what looks like a fairly scary “runway”. (Bush Flying Dairies.com)

My experience was part of a 2 week touring holiday of the UK. Normally you’ll find me in the
Canary Islands in the summer, but due to the COVID Pandemic we have not been able to go
this year, so my wife and I decided on a UK holiday, and visit places we’d never been to. We
travelled north from Surrey to the Lake District, Edinburgh and then Inverness. At Inverness
we flew to the Orkney Islands arriving at Kirkwall on 5th August after a 45 minute flight in a
SAAB 340B, which many passengers called a “small” aircraft! They were wrong – we had
bookings for an even smaller aircraft the next day – an Islander.
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We arrived at Kirkwall at 10:07 and were on our way with our baggage and hire car in under
30 minutes from landing! We spent the day exploring and arrived at our B&B to get ready for
dinner at a nearby pub, and an early night as the next day was our “island hopping”
adventure.
Next day we were up at 6.30am, and following a hearty breakfast, went off to Kirkwall Airport
for the first of our 5 flights. We were somewhat confused in the Terminal as we naturally
headed towards the familiar looking check in desks on the left as you enter the building. They
were deserted and after waiting for a few minutes we then saw the sign “Inter Island Flights”
at the back of Terminal. Again, we were not sure what we should do, and sat down to wait.
We were soon joined by 3 other passengers, and watched Islander G -BPCA taxy in. Shortly
before the scheduled departure the pilot came through the door marked “Gate – Inter Island
Departures and Arrivals”, into the Terminal area from the ramp, and announced “Who’s for
Westray and Papa Westray?”. That was it - no tickets shown, no ID checked, baggage not Xrayed…. all very informal!

Allan Wright at the Terminal at Kirkwall.

We walked out to the aircraft and were directed to our seats, the pilot eyeing us up
presumably for weight distribution. We were in the back row, fastened our seat belts, and
listened to the briefest of safety announcements from the pilot, which was along the lines of
“in the event of an emergency, get out the same way you got in, please read the safety card,
and there’s a life jacket under the seat!” We took off at exactly 09:30, bang on time, and
headed in good visibility to Westray, our first stop.
The flight was 12 minutes and we stayed on board with 2 other passengers, and one got off.
There were 4 others due to join us, and their luggage was loaded behind us. Just as the first
of the four was about the board the pilot stopped them, saying that this would put the aircraft
overweight. The disappointment was evident on his face, which quickly turned to a smile,
when our pilot announced, “Don’t worry, I’ll take these passengers and your bags, and I’ll be
back in 5 minutes for you!” Now that wouldn’t happen at Heathrow!!

The Terminal at Westray.
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We took off at 09:50 and headed for the smaller island of Papa Westray (known locally as
“Papay”) at 200ft and landed at Papay all of 1 minute 30 seconds later. That was it – I had
flown on the World’s Shortest Scheduled Air Service!

Islander G-BPCA at Papa Westray with the fire crew acting as baggage handlers.

We deplaned and were directed to the waiting area to the side of the Terminal… mmm, hut
would be a better description of the building. The Islander started up and taxied to the
runway, to return to Westray to collect the missing passengers.

Islander G-BPCA takes off from Papa Westray.

You can see Westray from Papay, and it was bizarre seeing the Islander land the other side,
taxy to the Terminal, and then taxy back to the runway again, take off, and fly back to
Papay, and land again in exactly the same time as before: 1 minute 30 seconds later! The
extra passengers were reunited with their bags and the Islander departed again.

A 1½ minute collage of the flight from Westray to Papa Westray.

At the airport the fire crew doubled up as passenger and baggage handlers airside, the post
lady did baggage handling at the terminal, and the pilot prepared the aircraft. We chatted to
the post lady and she said many of the airport jobs were shared, as the people doing them
would not have anything to do when there’s no aircraft to deal with. It’s not a busy airport,
the Islanders were pretty much the only movements. We saw one of the fire crew driving a
tractor on our walk around the island and saw the post lady and her van several times
delivering the mail she’d taken off our flight.
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Royal Mail act as baggage handlers and retrieving the mail.

We had about 3½ hours before our next flight to North Ronaldsay, so we set off with map in
hand to explore Papay. The Orkneys as a whole are a wonderful step back in time, and Papay
has many sights to see. We had sandwiches with us so didn’t need to stop to find lunch and
made the most of our time on Papay.

The “waiting room” at Papa Westray.

We got back to the airport in good time so we could see the Islander land again. The terminal
(aka hut) was closed due to COVID, so we found a wall opposite to rest on the grass and
shelter from the wind.
We soon boarded our next flight, same aircraft, but a different pilot, and took off at 14:42,
and landed at North Ronaldsay (or “North Ron”) at 14:53.

Islander G-BPCA at North Ronaldsay. This picture is now available as a BNAPS postcard.

North Ron was not as interesting as Papay. We didn’t have a map this time – so took a
picture of the map on the side of the terminal on our ‘phone. We headed north on the ‘main’
road hoping to reach the lighthouse on the northeast of the island. North Ron is famous for its
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seaweed eating sheep. We found they occupied the coastal areas, behind locked gates.
Walking wasn’t easy as the wind was unforgiving and the surfaces sometime quite rough. We
didn’t have time to reach the lighthouse, so turned back and headed south again, as we
needed to ensure we did not miss our flight a 17:54 – the last of the day! We arrived back at
the airport shortly after 5pm, and here the “hut” has been replaced by a bigger Terminal
which we could go in! It was a welcome relief to be out of the wind, and it was looking like it
would rain. We had been lucky with the weather all day, mainly overcast, with some sunny
intervals, and a strong wind all the time.

Islander G-BPCA approaching North Ron.

The Islander arrived and we boarded for our flight to Kirkwall, taking off 3 minutes late at
17:57. Back at Kirkwall 15 minutes later, we returned to the Terminal to collect our flight
certificates. It is not well known, but if you are lucky enough to experience the Worlds
Shortest Scheduled Air Service, then go to the Loganair office at Kirkwall and ask for your
personalised certificate.

About to land at Kirkwall. Inset: The Certificate issued by Loganair.

We both had a wonderful day, and after so much walking needed food and sleep, so returned
to our B&B for a catnap, and then dinner and back to bed for a not so early night as we got
talking at the pub! We now had more of Orkney to explore in the next couple of days, but this
time firmly on the ground as our flying day was done.
Our tour of the UK continued, and we headed back to Inverness. From Inverness, we heading
to Edinburgh again, a quick stop at Cumbernauld to catch up with George Cormack and the
Islanders he has, and then back down the west coast through Yorkshire, and Lincoln heading
back to home.
Allan Wright, September 2021.
Thanks go to Allan Wright for sharing with BNAPS News his experience of Loganair Islander flights
in the Orkney Islands.
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Shortest Flight Postal Cover
In 1974 a postal cover, organised by the Islander
Study Group, was flown on the scheduled Orkney
Islands Westray to Papa Westray flight. The cover
was flown on 31 October 1974 in Loganair BN-2A
Islander G-AWNR, c/n 30, with a flight time of 69
seconds, the pilot was Andy Alsop.
The Loganair flight was subsequently recognised in
the 21 s t edition of the Guinness Book of Records as
the world’s shortest scheduled flight. The flight
time is scheduled at 2 minutes, but in very
favourable conditions can be as low as 53 seconds
duration.

Loganair flight postal cover courtesy of
Norman Hobbs

Weather Defeats Sightseeing Islander Flight in Scotland
Scenic flights operated by Hebridean Air Services offer spectacular views of Scotland’s
Western Isles and the coastal region. On a recent short holiday trip to the Mull of Kintyre,
BNAPS Chairman, Bob Wealthy, booked a scenic flight on 11 August from Oban Airport
The weather forecasts for the area had been watched avidly and any eager anticipation for
the scenic flight was somewhat compromised on the day by the unwelcome news that a
low pressure system from the west would be arriving soon.
The trip from Tarbert to Oban
Airport took just under 2 hours.
Having arrived at Oban in good
time, it was encouraging to see
Islander G-HEBS depart for the
11.00 scenic flight. However, by
the time it returned, the
weather had obviously worsened
and by noon, when the next
scenic flight was due to depart,
the weather forecast proved to
be correct with low cloud, poor
Oban Airport terminal building and control tower.
visibility and heavy rain.
In anticipation of a possible improvement in the weather later on, Hebridean Air Services
offered a “round trip” on a scheduled flight to the islands of Coll and Tiree at 15.00.
Arriving back at Oban Airport for this flight at 14.30 it was evident that any improvement
in the weather was not expected until late afternoon so no scheduled flight either.
Hebridean Air Services operations team and the pilot for the day did all they could to get
us a flight but on this occasion it was the Scottish weather that ruled the day.

Hebridean Air Services Islander G-HEBS, c/n 2267, on the ramp at Oban
Airport on 11 August 2021.
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Armed Forces Malta Islander AS9819 Arrives in UK
On 7 September 2021 Solent
Airport saw the arrival of Armed
Forces Malta’s BN-2T Islander
AS9819, c/n 2156.
As reported in the May 2021 issue
of BNAPS News B-N has been
contracted to undertake a major
avionics upgrade for the aircraft
together with a mid-life upgrade
that will be done at B-N’s Solent
Airport MRO facility.
The upgrade includes installation
of a Garmin G600TXi glass cockpit
and
Genesys
System
55X
autopilot. This will allow the
Garmin
G600TXi to
provide
automatic search patterns for
Search & Rescue operations,
reducing
pilot workload and
mission effectiveness.
Other elements of the mid-life
update
are
a
full
deep
maintenance check, upgrade to
the interior with an all new UK
designed and manufactured trim
kit,
seating
and
upholstery
refurbishment and a full refinish
of the aircraft exterior.

Armed Forces Malta BN-2T Islander AS9819 on
approach to Solent Airport (Terry Coombes).

Armed Forces Malta BN-2T Islander AS9819 at
B-N’s Solent Airport MRO hangar (B-N).

Islander c/n 2156 - B-N Approach Newsletter 1999
Delivery of Islander c/n 2156 to the Armed Forces of Malta was reported in the May 1999
issue of B-N’s APPROACH newsletter. Originally built as a BN-2T in 1987, it was converted
to piston engine power as a BN-2B-26 and delivered to Luqa, Malta on 25 September 1998
when it carried the Maltese registration of 9H-ADF. Later in its career it was given the
military serial A9819 in May 2000 and a few years later it was converted back to turbine
power thus regaining its BN-2T designation.
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B-N MRO and MTO Facility in Malta
A recent B-N news release announced that good
progress had been made with their new EASA
Part 145 and Part 147 MRO and MTO training
facility at Malta International Airport.
The facility is at present awaiting authorisation
from EASA and is expected to become available
for use in the near future.
MRO – Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul
MTO - Maintenance Training Organisation

Islanders Ordered for the Seychelles
A recent B-N news release reported that Islands Development Company Limited (IDC), a
Seychelles based company, has entered an agreement to purchase two Isla nder aircraft to join
their existing charter fleet operations. The aircraft are due to be delivered by March 2022.
“Some of the islands we will be flying to have very short runways with some of them being grass –
for example, 500m and 480m – the Islander is the only commercial aircraft that could make that”,
said Marcus Labrosse, General Manager for IDC’s Aviation department. Marcus is well versed in the
Islander, having flown more than 2000 hours in the aircraft. He commented: “Although it has been
more than 10 years since I last flew the aircraft, I’m looking forward to ge tting back into an
Islander and excited to experience the new glass cockpit.”
The Islanders will be delivered in a commuter role configuration with a custom interior. Both
aircraft cockpits will be fitted with a Garmin touchscreen solution, including the GTN 750, as well
as a Garmin weather radar, which is an essential requirement given the sometimes severe
weather in the region.
The Islanders for IDC will be fully overhauled and extensively refurbished before delivery. The first
Islander will be a BN-2B-26 with 260 hp engines and the second a BN-2B-20 with 300 hp engines.

Spray Bars for Islander G-BVSG
In the May 2021 issue of BNAPS
News it was reported that BN-2B-20
Islander G-BVSG, c/n 2283, had
been flown after its rebuild in B-N’s
facilities at Solent Airport.
At the time it was noted that the
wing was fitted with wing fences
normally seen only on the BN-2T
and not on piston engine lslanders.
It
was
also
noted
that
the
observation panel in the port side
rear door had been retained, a
feature originating from its role
when in service with Surveillance
Australia, Adelaide, Australia from
July 1995 to December 2007.

Islander G-BVSG taxis out at Solent Airport for a test flight
(Tony Dann)

In later test flights Islander G-BVSG
appeared with underwing spray bars
fitted and a number of trials of the
spraying system took place over
Ryde sands on the Isle of Wight.
At present the customer for spray
bar equipped Islander G-BVSG is not
known but is believed to be in
Europe.

In flight view of Islander G-BVSG clearly shows the spray bar
configuration (Tony Dann)
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FIGAS Islander VP-FMC Update
New build FIGAS Islander VP-FMC, c/n
2316, proved to be in its element when it
entered service shortly after arriving at
Port Stanley Airport in the Falkland
Islands at the end of November 2020.
It went straight into operation after arrival
and in the first six months of use VP-FMC
had clocked up over 800 hours of flight
time and has coped well, as might be
expected, with the demands of high
utilisation
operation
in
challenging
conditions.
A second new build Islander for FIGAS will
follow but no time schedule for delivery is
available at present.

FIGAS Islander VP-FMC on final approach to land at
Port Stanley Airport (Stephen Luxton).

Great River Air Islander in Action
This action shot of Great River Air’s Islander C-GRNZ, c/n 2010, in action was posted on Facebook
showing Islander C-GRNZ taking off from a rough strip in the Yukon to deliver fuel. The Islander
was equipped to carry 1000 litres of fuel on each trip.
Islander C-GRNZ joined Great River Air’s fleet in October 2018 following a complete rebuild.

Islander C-GRNZ was the first aircraft to land
on Dawson City’s newly resurfaced runway in
May 2019 (Great River Air).

Great River Air Islander C-GRNZ takes off to
deliver another load of fuel (Great River Air).

Formation Flight of a Belgian Army Islander and Helicopters
A recent fac ebook post by Rob Ricketts included images of Belgian Army Islander serial B-11, c/n
549 leading a formation of four helicopters. At present the reason for the formation flight and when
it took place are not known. It is something that you won’t see very often.

Belgian Army Islander B-11 and helicopter formation (Mike Kiggen)
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Safari Air Africa

.David Svendsen, General Manager of Safari Air
Africa recently posted information about their
Islander ZS-BLV, c/n 683, which has been working
hard in the North of Mozambique.
Safari Air Africa serves various lodges and Islands
in the Cabo Delgado province of Mozambique. The
Islander is well suited has for these operations as
most of the airstrips used are relatively short and
remote.
Islander c/n 683 was built in Romania as a BN-2A
and made a first flight on 29 June 1972 as G-AZXO.
It arrived at Bembridge on 10 July 1972 and
converted to BN-2A-9 configuration. Further details
of Islander c/n 683 and Safari Air Africa will be
covered in the November issue of BNAPS News.

Safari Air Africa Islander ZS-BLV at a remote
airstrip in Mozambique (Safari Air Africa).

Island Airways
.It was announced recent ly that long standing Islander operator, Island Airways, based at
Charlevoix, Michigan, USA, will soon add another Islander to their fleet. Coverage of its delivery
and an update on Island Airways and its operations will be included in a future issue of BNAPS
News.
Left – One of Island
Airways current fleet
Islander N137MW,
c/n 137
(Island Airways).
Right – View of
Island Airways
hangar
(Paul Welke).

Tropic Air Charters

Tropic Air Charters Inc. operates several B-N Islanders and has
been providing reliable on demand air charter service for
passengers and freight to destinations in the Bahamas and
Florida since 1995.
Tropic Air Charters Inc. is fully licensed on demand
passenger and cargo charter air carrier, certified by
the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). In
addition Tropic Air Charters also holds authority
from The Bahamas to operate on demand passenger
charters and on demand cargo charters.
Tropic Air Charters is located at the Fort Lauderdale
Executive Airport (FXE). The company maintains a
4,000 sq. ft. aircraft hangar, with ample space for
storage and refrigeration.
One of Tropic Air Charters Islanders is N131JL, c/n
225. It was built as a BN-2A-6 at Bembridge and
made its first flight on 7 October 1970 with Class B
registration G-51-225. It was delivered to Alamo
Aircraft, Fort Lauderdale, Florida on 4 February 1971
and took up the US registration mark N131JL. After
several changes of ownership and operators it was
acquired by Tropic Air Charters on 23 May 2001.
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Tropic Air Charters’ Islander N131JL

Abandoned Islander PT-FBV to Fly Again in Brazil?
News has come in via a Facebook post
that BN-2A-9 Islander PT-FBV, c/n 652,
has been registered in Itaituba, Para
State Brazil. This suggests that there is a
possibility that it may return to flight.
Islander c/n 652 was built in Romania
and made a first flight on 12 August
1971 as a BN-2A with registration
G-AYXD. It arrived at Bembridge on 19
August 1971 where it was converted to a
BN-2A-9 model.
In
September
1971
some
unsold
Islanders were parked out on the grass
at Bembridge Airport. Among them GAYXD, later to be PT -FBV. Three of the
Islanders sold around the same time
were destined for Cabo Verde, Portugal,
Islander PT-FBV was sold in 1972 to
Brazil, to fly with Fundacio Nacional do
Indio (FUNAI).
For delivery Islander c/n 652 it was
arranged that it would have a Brazilian
registration mark. However, an incorrect
registration, PP-FBY, was applied to the
fuselage. This was later corrected and it
left the UK as PP-FBV for delivery to
FUNAI on 7 July 1972. Delivery was
arranged
via
Jonas
Aircraft
and
Motortec . Later on the national aircraft
registration changed and the registration
became PT-FBV.
After many years of service Islander PT FBV appears to have been withdrawn
from use and abandoned and later put
up for sale. The minimum bid for PT-FBV
was just over 900 reais when it was last
offered for sale in 2019. It is not known
if it was eventually sold or not.
FUNAI operated another Islander PTFBU, c/n 650. This aircraft was also built
in Romania and made a first flight as
BN-2A on 27 July 1971, registration GAYSW. It arrived at Bembridge on 15
December 1971 and in May 1972 was
converted to BN-2A-9 configuration. It
was delivered as PP-FBU on 7 July 1971
at the same time that Islander PP-FBV
was delivered. Around 2016 it was
involved in an accident in the indigenous
area Serra do Sol, Roraima, Brazil and
was recovered at the time. This Islander
was recently seen in Goiânia in a similar
situation to that of PT-FBV.

Islander c/n 652 at Bembridge in primer and
registered as G-AYDO (BNAPS Archive Collection).

Islander c/n 652 now painted and bearing the correct
registration PP-FBV (BNAPS Archive Collection).

Islander c/n 652 PT-FBV seen lying derelict in 2019
after it had earlier been declared as permanently
withdrawn from use (Aviacao Amazonia).

Islander PP-FBU, centre right, with the nose of PPFBV just showing, at Bembridge c June/July 1972
(Chris England).
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An Easter miracle in the Canadian Arctic By Erik Vogel
In 1981, I was living in Fort Simpson, Northwest Territories, which is north of the 60th
parallel, working as a new bush pilot. I was flying south to a very small community on
Trout Lake on Easter Sunday. The flight service lady informed me that they were still
looking for a twin engine pilot who went missing on Good Friday. Being religious, she
was convinced that he would be found today, on Easter Sunday, and that I needed to
look for him.
We were nowhere near the search area that was far off to the east, but I informed my
two passengers (the other two “passengers” were fuel drums) that we would be flying
low level to look for a missing plane. I was flying a twin engine Britten-Norman Islander
with good cockpit visibility, and although I wasn’t convinced I would see him, the least I
could do was look.

The joys of bush flying in the Arctic.
As I approached the very large and frozen lake, far out in the centre was what looked
like a large boulder sticking through the ice. I circled over to it and as I approached, I
could see a debris field leading up to a ball of metal at the end.
Just as I decided that no one could have survived, I saw a man standing and waving! I
wasn’t able to land, so I attempted to radio for help. As luck would have it, an Okanagan
helicopter was on approach to the same town and quickly diverted to my location. In my
excitement as I circled, I very nearly joined my new friend in what was literally a white
out with very little ground reference, as I had become fixated on the man waving and I
was slowly descending without realizing it.
I immediately climbed until I was able to contact Flight Service. She was very excited as
I reported the crash site to her. I then continued to climb and was able to contact search
and rescue on 121.5. A military Twin Otter was searching far to our east but
acknowledged my call.
By now the local helicopter had picked up our pilot and we met on the ice strip. I had
just loaded him into my quickly unloaded aircraft and was about to take him home with
me when the SAR Twin Otter landed with a roar of reverse thrust.
I had really wanted him to meet the flight service operator but he was now in much
better hands and heading to a hospital instead of a clinic.
There was never any ELT signal and it is doubtful that the wreckage would have ever
been found had it been the summer and being so far off course. He was only VFR rated
and it appeared that he had lost visual reference while being out over a large, snowcovered lake at low altitude.
The story by Erik Vogel was published in Air Facts Journal. The identity of the Islander
involved is believed to be C-GSAD, c/n 7, operated by Simpson Air, Fort Simpson
Northwest Territories.
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From the Archive
50 Years Ago – First Aurigny Air Services Trislander Delivered
Following on from Aurigny Air Services’ outstanding success with their Islanders on the interisland routes, the need for increased capacity resulted in the development of the three engined
BN-2A Mk.III Islander G-AYTU, c/n 2, that became known as the Trislander.
The first Trislander acquired by Aurigny Air Services was the first production Trislander, c/n 262,
registration G-AYWI. It made its first flight as G-51-262 at Bembridge on 29 April 1971 and was
delivered to the Channel Islands on 29 June 1971. After a few months of crew training and
familiarisation Trislander G-AYWI went into operational use on 1 October 1971. It was converted
to a BN-2A Mk.III-1 in 1973 and continued with Aurigny Air Services until October 1984 whe n it
was sold to Air West in Bristol. On 9 February 1987 it was damaged in a forced landing at Hale,
Cheshire, due to fuel problems, and was subsequently written off and dismantled for spares.
Left - Trislander c/n 262 as
G-51-262 in primer finish in
April 1971 (BN Historians).
Right – Trislander c/n 262 in
the B-N Assembly Hangar
June 1971 now painted in
Aurigny Air Services colours
as G-AYWI
(Simon Thomson).

Trislander G-AYWI with baggage loading and
refuelling under way at Guernsey Airport
(BN Historians).

Trislander G-AYWI at Bembridge Airport
in late 1971
(BNAPS Archive Collection).

Trislander G-AYWI in company with Islanders G-AXVP, c/n 127, and G-AXWR,
c/n 139, on a wet day at Guernsey Airport ( BNAPS Archive Collection).

Trislander G-AYWI at Southampton (Eastleigh)
Airport. The last Trislander flight on the Alderney
to Southampton route took place on 31 May 2017
(Barry Friend).

Postal cover flown in Trislander G-AYWI on 20
May 1972 for the 25th anniversary of the first
direct mail flight from Alderney to Southampton
(BNAPS Archive Collection).
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NEW BNAPS POSTCARDS

Since the July 2021 Newsletter BNAPS has issued the following Islander postcards:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Britten-Norman
Armed Forces of Malta
CAE Aviation
Channel Islands Air Search
Hampshire Police Authority
Isles of Scilly Skybus
Isles of Scilly Skybus
Loganair

G-AVCN
AS9819
F-HDEV
2-CIAS
G-HPAA
G-BUBP
G-SBUS
G-BPCA

c/n
c/n
c/n
c/n
c/n
c/n
c/n
c/n

3
2156
2102
2314
2244
2272
3013
2198

In addition, Ivan Berryman has very kindly given permission for two of his original paintings to be
featured on BNAPS postcards:
Charlie November
Finibee over Bembridge

G-AVCN
G-ALZE

Islander on take-off from Bembridge
BN-1F over Bembridge Airport

Ivan's paintings can be viewed at www.ivanberrymandirect.com
If you have a specific requirement for a particular B-N aircraft image as a postcard, need an up-todate list or just want to buy postcards, please email: norman@bnaps.org.uk

BNAPS Sales
Please contact BNAPS at sales@bnaps.org.uk if there are any questions regarding stock items and
availability. A revised stock list and sales catalogue will be available in the near future.

- information and back issues of BNAPS News go to www.bnaps.org.uk
Facebook - Look out for latest posts and news on the BNAPS Facebook page

BNAPS on the Internet

More BNAPS Supporters Needed
If any BNAPS Supporters Club member knows of someone who
would be interested in joining please pass on contact details to
our BNAPS
Membership
Secretary,
Rita Edgcumbe at
membership@bnaps.org.uk
The principal aims of the BNAPS Supporters Club are:
“to assist BNAPS to preserve the history and aircraft of BrittenNorman through member donat ions and to provide assistance
with the day-to-day operations of the charity”
Anyone with an interest in local aviation heritage is welcome.
As a point of clarification, whilst BNAPS has contact w ith B-N
Group from time to time, as a charitable trust BNAPS is an
independent organisation.

BNAPS

BNAPS is a Registered Charity, No.
1100735, set up to "preserve the
history and aircraft of BrittenNorman with the support of
members’ subscriptions,
sponsorship and donations"
BNAPS registered address is:
7, William Close
FAREHAM,
Hampshire,
PO14 2PQ

Forthcoming BNAPS Events

Trustees are Peter Graham, Bob
Wilson, Guy Palmer and Bob
Wealthy.
Bob Wealthy is currently the Trust
Chairman.

The “Official Unveiling” is now scheduled for late
April 2022,details to be advised nearer the time

How to contact BNAPS:
Email:

If anyone is planning to visit the Wight Military &
Heritage Museum BNAPS people will usually be
there every Thursday from 10.00 until 14.00
If anyone needs more information about BNAPS and what
is happening please do not hesitate to get in touch.
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bob@bnaps.org.uk
Telephone: 01329 315561
Post:
BNAPS (Dept NL)
c/o
7, William Close,
FAREHAM,
Hampshire,
PO14 2PQ.

